
Celebrating long-standing member Pat Clappison
(Picture: Adrian Worsfold)

Come and enjoy a Summer Time Barbecue
On August 2nd 2015, from 2:00 pm

All members and friends of Hull Unitarians are invited
to come to join us in an afternoon of fun where we will
celebrate and give thanks for the long service of Mavis
Lake. This is also the YUU Summer Event. Transport
will be provided for members who are otherwise unable
to get to church – please call the church (01482 224662)
and leave a message if you would like a lift. Family
members and friends are most welcome.
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Editor: Dr Ralph Catts; Writer and Compiler: Dr Adrian Worsfold

Instructions to Authors:

Members and friends of Hull Unitarians are invited to submit articles
for consideration for publication by the Editor. Normally short items
should not exceed 325 words and be suitable to fit on one page, and
longer articles are not to exceed 650 words. There is a general limit of
2 pages per article and hence authors must allow on the one or two
pages space for any photos or diagrams. Any exceptions to these
limits are to be discussed in advance with the Editor, Ralph Catts.
Authors are required to confirm ownership of copyright including any
photos or diagrams or to declare open source materials, and to
indemnify Hull Unitarians against any breach of copyright be it
intentional or inadvertent. Copyright is vested in the authors of all
material in this magazine. When authors cite sources use APA style
(see http://www.usq.edu.au/library/referencing/apa-referencing-guide).
The Editor and Compiler are happy to advise on how to cite
references correctly.

Articles are to be submitted to the compiler in 10 point font and rich
text format (.RTF), unless another format has been agreed. Photos or
drawings are to be sent in large .JPG or .PNG or .BMP formats. For
forthcoming issues articles are to be received by August 10 and
October 10 respectively. The Editor reserves the right to either defer
or to refuse to publish any materials. Authors may provide a brief
biographical statement (maximum 50 words) as per the examples
below.

Introducing Authors:

Dr Ralph Catts is the Pastor of Hull Unitarian Church.

Dr Adrian Worsfold is a friend of Hull Unitarians and Compiler of this
newsletter. Articles and artwork unless otherwise stated are his,
including the puzzles and jokes.

The second part of ‘Our Unitarian Heritage’ looking at Free Catholics
and Unitarians (including Hull) will appear in the next issue.
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All Services at 11:00 am

July 05 Barry Cundill Priorities and Perspectives in Our
Lives

July 12 Ralph Catts 350 Years of Dissent

July 19 Ralph Catts On Being Spiritual – Not Religious

July 26 Ralph Catts Belonging to a Spiritual Community

August 2 Ralph Catts
Mavis Lake - Recognition of Service
to Hull Unitarians with barbecue
starting at 2:00 pm (see back cover)

August 9 Ralph Catts Joseph Priestley

August 16 Ralph Catts 19th Century Christian Unitarians

August 23 Bernard McHugh Breath of Life

August 30 Ralph Catts James Luther Adams - a 20th
Century Unitarian Theologian

At last some Unitarian jokes:

Did you hear about the Unitarian with a blocked up nose who had a
Socinus problem?

Did you hear about the Welsh Unitarian prisoner who went to the
Black Spot to finish his sentence?
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It's simpler than this, historically: Greek was the common language of 
the Roman Empire and Jews coming together with different languages 
would speak Greek, as did Gentiles. Greek had the function that English 
has today as a world language. So the importance of words and the 
ending of confusion is in that Christ is called The Word.

The Resurrection is a key event regarding Christ, but it is limited, and all 
is quieter still after the Ascension; then everything bursts out at 
Pentecost. It's the spiritual fire, the dove of peace and a celebration with 
green branches (in parts of Europe). Green is the East's liturgical colour: 
it is white in the West for purity: indeed, the English have called 49 days 
after Easter Sunday Whitsun.

What can Unitarians make of Pentecost? In the end, it is whether 
Unitarians consider their institution is part of the Universal Church. 
There's no settled authority statement for this: some individuals say it 
is and some say it isn't. Arguably not, because there is no general 
confession to say 'Jesus is Lord' among Unitarians that declares the 
Body of Christ. The Holy Spirit as a central concept does not imply the 
Trinity: there is no doctrine of the Trinity in the Bible and at best an 
economic trinity relating to baptism; there are many arian and unitarian 
implications of biblical statements. Unitarians have long referred to the 
Holy Spirit and many continue to do so: it is that of God which acts, 
receives and motivates: it is God's verb.

Unitarians will apply the historical-theological method to Pentecost 
before asking if it is of use. First of all, there was no single day of the 
birth of the Church. It emerged from messianic Jews thinking Jesus 
would return rapidly, and having to organise their own synagogues, and 
through Paul's brilliance at turning this Jesus faith into a salvation 
religion for Gentiles who wanted a Jewish-like monotheistic faith. They 
created Churches of a monotheistic faith with a Christ and an active 
Spirit. The festival gives continuity and legitimacy from Judaism and 
crosses the cultural divide, just as Paul did. It is a theology of language: 
that the Spirit gives life and expression: it joins biology and culture. 
There is Wisdom, the Word, the words on the page and the words we 
being alive express: words that make things real.

So a Unitarian use is that of a rapidly emergent spirituality: gathering, 
receiving and giving, of ethical talk and behaviour towards unity, and of 
multiculturalism where we understand one another in generosity. It is 
both a reflective and motivating humanism. These should be expressed 
within Unitarian congregations, and we are motivated to be empathetic 
about the world around us: that each of us is the keeper of the other.
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Pentecost
Adrian Worsfold

The Christian Calendar moves from the resurrection, discussed in the 
previous issue, through to Pentecost, which is the marking of the birth of 
the Church. It features in Acts 2:1-31. Pentecost comes ten days after 
Ascension Sunday, when all resurrection appearances of Jesus had to 
cease. By tradition Pentecost begins specifically in the Upper Room where 
Jesus celebrated his last supper, thus relating to the central ritual of Holy 
Communion, and spreads out geographically.

The origin of Pentecost is Jewish. It was the name given by Greek-speaking 
Jews to the festival which occurred fifty days after the offering of the barley 
sheaf during the Passover feast. So there is an obvious Christian parallel, 
given the 'offering' of Christ regarding the Easter Passion.

Indeed, the Eastern Church regards the fifty days between Easter and 
Pentecost as Pentecost itself.

The Jewish festival in the Hebrew Bible (or Old Testament) is the "Day of 
the First-Fruits", of wheat and from labouring, in dance and praising God, 
which again translates to the birth of the Church people as the first fruits. 
Later it became the "closing season of the Passover", the end of the fruit 
harvest, to distinguish it from other Passover festivals. The Jewish Shavuot 
occurs 50 days after Passover.

The Jewish festival further invokes the celebration of the giving of the Law 
through Moses at Sinai: so, again, there is a parallel made with the giving 
of the Christian Gospel into the community.

With the Spirit descending, Pentecost then has the notion of everyone 
understanding everyone else, despite speaking many languages of many 
nations. So the Spirit puts back together at the birth of the one Church what 
Babel had confused into many languages. People understand one another 
again. There was also people speaking in tongues, using the writings 
relating to Joel: they sounded drunk to outsiders (non-believers), although 
the opinion of the Apostle Paul about the practice was negative.

Ralph Catts
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Pastor’s letter from Ralph Catts  June to August 2015

I have been with 
you now for four 
months and 
through dialogue 
with members, 
friends and 
trustees I have 
framed my goals 
in ministry that are 
in keeping with the 
Vision Statement 
adopted by the 
church as a basis 
for my call. 

My aim is to enable all members and friends of the church to be 
part of our sacred spiritual community, contributing to activities 
if they are so moved, and by sharing the joy and inspiration of 
our spiritual community. However, we also have to accept from 
time to time that people who have been associated with the 
church may choose to take their leave. One such person is 
Bryan Burgess who has been a member of this church on and 
off, for nearly thirty years. Over the years he has played a 
prominent but controversial role in church affairs. In view of his 
long association with the church, I advise that Mr Burgess has 
decided that he no longer wishes to renew his membership of 
the Church.

Looking ahead, I intend my ministry to be one of love and 
insight, innovation and creativity. I also intend to find ways to 
ensure that the renewal of our spiritual community will be 
sustainable and lead to growth in our influence in our city. I hope 
also to provide spiritual nurture and growth for those who take 
part in all the activities supported by your church.
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Hull Unitarians will be a spiritual light in the centre of the city. By 
our words and by our deeds we will address the needs of those 
who are disadvantaged and unfairly treated in our exploitative 
materialistic society. We will do so by humble engagement with 
the human condition and outreach to the margins of society. We 
will also engage in our society by taking up the issues that 
warrant debate and analysis informed by reason and spiritual 
love. We are concerned for the plight of refugees, for the 
freedom of expression, and for the values of democracy and 
individual liberty, while having regard also for the common good.

Hull Unitarians will offer to all members and friends 
opportunities for fun and shared joys through social events. 
Please note the forthcoming barbecue advertised on the last 
page of this newsletter.

I will also be with you when there are times of sadness, fear, or 
other needs. I can however only minister to your needs and 
share your joys if you continue to let me know of events in your 
life where I may be of support. I hope that you feel free to speak 
to me or to ring me up to discuss things in confidence.

I welcome ideas to enhance the experience of being a member 
of our church. I will never put the onus on you alone to address 
any needs because your contributions are voluntary and are 
respected as such, but not expected. You are free to come to 
any events simply to enjoy and share. There are many 
members and friends who do take initiatives on behalf of us all 
including support for our Sunday worship and for our charity 
friday morning coffee sessions. These and many other 
contributions are much appreciated, but not taken for granted. 
Please let me know how I and others can better support you in 
those efforts you make on our behalf.

Ralph Catts June 2015
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For a long time Hull Unitarians have raised money for charities 
including through charity stalls during the Friday Coffee Mornings. 
Members and friends attend and support our charities, offering 
companionship, an opportunity to pick up a bargain, a good cause.

Charities who join us for fund raising include the Hull Veterans’ 
Support Centre, Dove House Hospice, MacMillan Nurses, Cancer 
Research UK, and St John of Jerusalem Eye Hospital Group in the 
West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem. Each is invited to bring along 
their own supporters.

Some of the members and friends of our church take a special 
interest in supporting each of these charities. Here is an invitation 
and an opportunity for you to play a role by proposing a charity to 
support and, if it is agreed by the trustees, becoming our liaison 
person once or up to four times a year. If you would like to be 
involved, please talk with Mavis Lake in the first instance.

One of our regular charities at coffee mornings has been St John of 
Jerusalem Eye Hospital Group. It is the only provider of eye care in 
East Jerusalem, Gaza and the West Bank.  Recent fund raising, in-
cluding at Park Street, has been used to provide a mobile outreach 
clinic in the West Bank. Their Spring 2015 newsletter reports that 
this new clinic: “is intrinsically important in the occupied territories 
as it enables us to reach remote Palestinians who would not have 
access to eye care.”  

For photos of their outreach work please see:
http://www.stjohneyehospital.org/photolibrary/photo-library/mobile-
outreach#
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